Numeracy
Pupils will be revising writing, ordering
and counting numbers up to 100 before
moving onto numbers to 1000.
Pupils will work to further develop their
addition skills within 20 before moving on

Homework
Homework will be issued on a Monday and is
due back on the Friday. This is designed to
give pupils the opportunity to consolidate
their daily learning. Activities will include:
 Phonics and Common Words
 Reading
 Maths
 Research

to larger numbers.

Literacy
Children will continue to work on our spelling and
phonics programme as well as daily writing tasks
related to their reading books. Emphasis will be placed
on reading with fluency and expression alongside
answering oral and written comprehension questions.
During written tasks there will be a particular focus
on personal writing, focussing on sentence structure
and spelling common words correctly.

Pupils will also have the opportunity to

We will also concentrate on handwriting this term with

Primary 3

work outdoors to enhance their measure

a particular focus on using the correct number and

Mrs Morton and Mrs

and capacity skills.

letter formation.
French
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Children will use French daily. They will learn
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greetings, numbers (0-31) and different ways to
describe the weather.

Topic
This term our topic is called ‘The Travel
Agent’. The children will develop skills to




Learn about different holiday
destinations and discover where
they are in the world.
Compare different climates,
traditions and food and discover
how they are different from our
own.

R.M.E
This term the children will be looking at
the topic ‘Harvest’ looking at beliefs,
values and practices. The children will
share their learning during their Harvest
Assembly later in the term

Gym days are Monday (indoors) and
Health and Wellbeing

Thursday (outdoors)

Throughout this term pupils will begin to focus on the
health and wellbeing indicators ’Safe’ and ‘Healthy’.
We will explore the importance of good hygiene and

Science This term Primary 3/2 will be finding

know how germs are spread and controlled. Pupils will

out all about living and non-living things.

also understand how physical activity is necessary for
positive health and wellbeing. During our Protective
Behaviours topic pupils will express their feelings and

ICT
Pupils will continue to use ICT in the

emotions alongside the social skills involved in building
positive relationships and friendships.

classroom to enhance their learning. We will

In PE they will begin to understand and develop their

also

skills needed to play games.

be encouraging pupils

independently

to

log

on

As a class we will also create our Class Charter in line
with the school’s values and the Rights of the Child.

